
What was your cyber security ah-ha 
moment?
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DDoS Attacks Don’t 
Discriminate



DDoS?



Your Outward Facing IP Address



Cost to them…





Cost to you?



Magic Box?



Cloud-Scrubbing





Thousands a month
Start talking to your ISPs about bundled services. eRate can be part of the 
solution…





How did we stop it????





Fear and getting over it…



People

Process Tech



People

Process Tech



Stuff with $0 cost….but people’s 
time



People

Process Tech



Killer Apps
Communication and Relationships



Tips

Create good passwords

Avoiding Phishing Schemes

Run updates

Lock your computer screen





Spear Phishing











National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

The organization suggests keeping 
passwords simple, long and memorable.



Create good passwords

Avoid Dictionary Words 
Password-cracking tools that are widely available online usually try 
different combinations from dictionary lists.



Create good passwords

Try Personal Sentences
Think of a sentence that has personal meaning to you, then add in 
numbers and special characters. Try to add in uncommon symbols, 
such as > < ? ! - _ [ ] #.

Long, simple passwords



Create good passwords

Test your password out at - http://www.passwordmeter.com

http://www.passwordmeter.com/


Avoid Phishing Schemes

Take a quiz at - https://www.sonicwall.com/phishing/

https://www.sonicwall.com/phishing/


Run Updates

Restart your computer



Lock your computer screen



Asset Management





What do you have?



What does it do?



Who is responsible for it?



Source http://symphonysummit.com/sites/default/files/asset-lifecycle-2015-08-04.png



Who you gonna call?



Cloud Security
On prem best practices = off site best practices



Benchmarks – NIST & CIS



Configuration
NITS and CIS



Cyber Hygiene
Keep your computer and your digital self clean



1. Keep an inventory of hardware and software on the district network.

2. Develop a process for IT approved software installation by end users. That could include limiting 
installation of trusted software or prohibiting and blocking all installation without prior approval from IT.

(make it easy for the users without allowing the wild west, it’s a balancing act)

3. Educate users on practicing good cyber behavior, including password management, identifying potential 
phishing efforts, and which devices to connect to the network.

4. Identify vulnerable applications that aren’t in use and disable them.

5. Consistently back up data and keep multiple copies. Consider using a secure cloud solution as well as on 
premise.

Keeping Clean



Randomware…backups, backups 
backups



1. Least Privilege

2. Segmentation

3. Encryption 

4. Multi-Factor Authentication

5. Patching 

Keeping Clean
The Big Five



Be an Active 
Partner 

To achieve the goal of a safe and secure learning environment we 
need everyone's help and participation.

Keeping systems up to date and practicing good cyber hygiene can 
prevent lots of issues.

No matter your role Cyber Security affects you and you are part of 
the cyber security workforce. 



Why it matters to YOU

On average it take 640 hours to restore your identity if you’re the victim of identity crime.

YOU are the target, criminals want what you have.

Being cyber safe helps protect those you care about.

A child is 51% more likely to be the victim of an identity crime then their parents 



A child is 51% more likely to be a 
victim of identity theft



Student records – up to $200 on 
the dark web



81% of events exploit identity



Johnston School District

Source https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2017/10/05/dark-overlord-hacker-johnston-schools-threats/735950001/



Johnston School District



Johnston School District

Source https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2017/10/05/dark-overlord-hacker-johnston-schools-threats/735950001/



Fear and Getting Over It

Living through a cyber security event or data breach can be a very scary thing.

Having the right level of concern is paramount, you should be concerned but not be gripped by fear.

Some of the things you can do to get a clearer picture of the cybersecurity risks you are facing:
Breach response team / plan.

Perform a risk assessment so you can best decide how to address the risks discovered way to address risk are
(Avoid, Mitigate, Transfer, Accept).

All of these pieces should help you get over your fear...it's going to happen, 
but you have put pieces in place and have a plan.



You need another set of eyes…



Need vs Want



You need a trusted partner

• What local staff does… • What vendors do…



This is going to cost some $$$$







Cyber insurance



Who/what is your best defense?



People

Process Tech





Training for your technology staff



Nathan Mielke
Holy Hill Area Schools and Hartford Union High School

@ndmielke

ndmielke@gmail.com


